DIGITAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Delivering Actionable Intelligence to Improve Fleet Management

FLEET MANAGEMENT MADE SIMPLE
Connectivity. Visibility. Productivity.
With ConMet Digital, a single network connects a robust toolkit of sensors that relay
critical data, while API integration options allow users to view a single stream of actionable
intelligence on their preferred dashboard.

Streamlining Connectivity
The ConMet Digital portfolio is built around a flexible Vehicle Area Network (VAN), a single telematics
system with integrated sensors and data analytics across a tractor-trailer. Seamlessly connecting
fleets with real-time alerts and data insights allows them to take action on safety and maintenance
needs before a vehicle ends up on the side of the road, offline, or damaged beyond repair.

Expanding Telematics Solutions
ConMet Digital takes a holistic approach to telematics solutions that encompasses equipment,
expertise, and actionable insights across the entire tractor-trailer system. Thanks to this unique
approach and the flexibility of the Vehicle Area Network, the ConMet Digital portfolio continues
to expand, paving the way for the most effective fleet management possible.

Transforming Raw Data into Real Insights
By leveraging decades of industry knowledge, engineering expertise, and performance data,
ConMet Digital’s array of proprietary algorithms allow for early detection of potential anomalies.
And through cutting-edge machine learning techniques, ConMet Digital’s products are getting
smarter with every mile.
Collaboration with industry-leading telematics platforms enhances ConMet Digital’s offerings
even further. A suite of API integrations provides a single-screen experience, available on
ConMet’s dashboard, the fleet’s dashboard, or the dashboard of one of ConMet Digital’s many
telematics or OEM partners. The result: actionable intelligence that quickly and easily connects
decision makers to the information they need, precisely when they need it.

Scan here to view a list of ConMet Digital’s telematics partners:

VEHICLE AREA
NETWORK DRIVES
CONNECTIVITY
ConMet Digital’s end-to-end, tractor-trailer telematics
system is expertly designed to address the most common
fleet concerns. Through a deep understanding of the
tractor-trailer ecosystem and leading-edge data science,
ConMet Digital helps fleets increase vehicle utilization,
enhance safety, and improve operational efficiencies.

Maximize Uptime

Improve Safety

} Take early action to avoid costly
downtime due to roadside repairs and
unplanned maintenance

} Limit wheel end repairs by taking action on
maintenance needs as soon as they’re detected

} Increase fuel efficiency by ensuring
proper tire inflation

} Quickly identify air line or tire leaks that could
eventually lead to thermal events

} Strengthen driver satisfaction
and retention

} Simplify and enhance pre and post-trip inspections

Optimize Maintenance
} Improve vehicle total cost of ownership by
optimizing maintenance intervals and avoiding
unplanned downtime
} Receive alerts for fast and slow tire leaks, tire
over-inflation, and low air line pressure

} Ensure proper axle load to maintain vehicle
stability, steering, braking, and acceleration

} Extend the service life and improve
performance across the wheel end ecosystem,
including tires, brakes, hubs, axles,
and suspensions

Streamline asset utilization with precision GPS
asset tracking and a fully customizable geofencing
toolkit. SmartTrack™ lets you easily locate an asset
and establish custom alerts when assets reach a
destination or leave a designated yard or
distribution center.

Properly maintain the health of all trailer
air-supplied systems with in-line SmartAir™
air pressure monitoring. Designed for checking
air line pressure status quickly during pre-trip
inspection and while on route. Includes actionable
disconnection and low pressure alerts.

PRODUCT
PORTFOLIO
ConMet Digital’s growing line of next-generation
telematics solutions for the commercial vehicle
industry operates on a single network to provide fleets
with critical insights when and where events occur.

The first connected health monitoring system
integrated into any hub assembly across the tractor
and trailer. SmartHub™ provides actionable insights
on wheel end, tire, and brake performance that help
fleets make more informed maintenance decisions
to maximize uptime and improve safety.

Improve load management with an air-suspensionbased axle load monitoring system. Designed
to inform fleet managers and drivers of weight
distribution, so pre-trip load adjustments can be
made to reduce fines and violations while on route.

Make informed tire maintenance decisions to
extend tire life and improve safety with active
health monitoring. Includes individual tire pressure
monitoring as well as alerts for under/over inflation,
and slow/fast leaks.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

SmartTrack™
Sensor

SmartHub™
Sensor

SmartAir™
TPMS Sensor

SmartAir™
Pneumatic Sensor
Module (PSM)

3.7 x 2.0 x 0.8”
(94 x 53 x 20 mm)

2.9 x 1.8 x 0.6”
(73 x 46.5 x 14.7 mm)
plus shim, which will vary in
thickness and shape according to
hub barrel

Pass-through sensor:
1.5 x 0.9 x 0.8” (39 x 23 x 21 mm)

4 x 3.5 x 1.7”
(102.8 x 88 x 43 mm)

Valve cap sensor:
0.7 x 0.8” (17.4 x 21 mm)

Data sampling rates

GPS sampled every 2 minutes
when gateway is powered, every
24 hours when unpowered

Sampling occurs when vehicle
is moving >30 mph (>48 kmh);
temperature sampled every 5
minutes; vibration sampled once
per hour with a maximum of five
samples per day

Individual tire pressure sampled
every 90 seconds

Air pressures sampled every
minute when PSM is powered

Pressure range

n/a

n/a

20-1300 kPa
(3-188 PSI)

1379 kPa max
(200 PSI max)

Pressure accuracy

n/a

n/a

± 1%

± 0.25%

Battery type

Connected to primary power,
lithium-ion back-up battery

Lithium-ion

Lithium-ion

Connected to primary power

Battery life

Connected to primary power,
back-up battery lasts nine days

3 years

5 years

Connected to primary
power (12V)

IP rating

IP 67

IP 69

IP 67 and IP 6k9k

IP 6k9k, ISO16750 Heavy Truck

Operating
temperature

-22° to +140° F
(-30° to +60° C)

-40° to +257° F
(-40° to +125° C)

-40° to +203° F
(-40° to +95° C)

-40° to +185° F
(-40° to +85° C)

Communication
protocol

BLE; up to 4G LTE

BLE

BLE

BLE

Certifications

FCC, IC

FCC, IC

FCC, IC

FCC, IC

Maximum system
capability

n/a

n/a

Up to 10 sensors total
(future expansion pending)

Accommodates a single trailer air
line and a single height control
valve (future expansion pending)

ConMet Digital was established in 2019 to advance ConMet’s innovation on IoT (Internet of Things) for heavy-duty vehicles. The growing team has
years of experience across telematics, data science, wireless communications, and cloud computing. Together with the unmatched commercial
vehicle expertise and support of ConMet, ConMet Digital provides holistic, actionable insights into the tractor-trailer ecosystem to help fleets improve
operations. Learn more at conmet.com/digital.
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